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S’wich It Up 
...a childhood favorite, all grown up. 
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Executive Summary 

...a childhood favorite, all grown up. 

Mission Statement: To provide Burquenos, young & old, an out of this world gourmet peanut 

butter  &  jelly  inspired  sandwich  experience.  S’wich  It  Up  uses  local  ingredients  and  will  provide  

gluten-free, contaminant-free products for those with special dietary needs. 

Management Plan: S’wich  It  Up  will  be  a member-managed Limited Liability Company, 

organized in the state of New Mexico, and operating out of a custom built food truck. Head Chef 

Jason Salvagno and Anthony Salvagno are owner-operators, and will share the responsibilities of 

day-to-day operations.  

Operations Plan: S’wich  It  Up  will  operate  5  days  a  week,  serve  lunch  and  dinner  each  day,  and  

operate 12-2am Friday and Saturday nights. Sandwiches will be served in less than 5 minutes. 

Industry and Target Market: We will cater to the needs of a growing food truck marketplace 

in the Albuquerque metropolitan area. Our product caters to the child in all of us; those who 

prefer a healthy dining option; those who have special dietary need; and those who desire a low-

cost, quality product. 

Marketing Plan: S’wich  It  Up  will  use  crowdfunding,  social  media,  Groupon/Alibi  Bucks,  and  

press publicity to distinguish itself in the marketplace. 

Financial Statement: S’wich  it  up  will  need  $55k  in  starting  capital.  The  owner  contribution  of  

cash and goods is 27% with the remaining 73% obtained through a 5-year loan from the Loan 

Fund at 7.88%.  
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Company Summary 

S'wich It Up will be a food truck operating in the Albuquerque metro area serving up 

gourmet peanut butter and jelly inspired sandwiches. S'wich It Up will use locally sourced 

ingredients to make a variety of tantalizing sandwiches, serving customers with speed and a 

smile. The menu will be rotated seasonally and will include options for the growing number of 

customers who require a gluten-free, contaminant-free option. 

Management Plan 

Legal Form of Business 

The business will become a Member Managed Limited Liability Company in the state of 

New Mexico by August 2013.  The business will be owned and operated by brothers Anthony 

(50%) and Jason Salvagno (50%). 

Management Team 

Jason Salvagno is a classically trained chef from the Culinary Institute of America with 

eight years of restaurant management experience. He is currently the sous chef of Marche 

Burette at the Amelia Island Plantation, an Omni Resort. He also served as the head chef of the 

Falcon’s  Nest,  another  Amelia  Island  Plantation  restaurant.    He  managed a kitchen staff of three, 

was responsible for inventory/equipment purchasing, maintaining employee schedules, and 

ensuring  restaurant  safety  compliance.  Jason  will  serve  as  the  head  chef  of  S’wich  It  Up. 

Anthony is a PhD candidate in biophysics at the University of New Mexico. His expertise 

in molecular biology provides a deep understanding of food cross-contamination which he can 

leverage to maintain a safe dining experience. He also has five years of experience in graphic 

design, branding, and social marketing. In August of 2012, he launched his own design firm, 

IheartAnthony,  Inc.  Anthony  will  provide  marketing  and  branding  expertise  to  S’wich  It  Up,  and  
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will work alongside Jason on the truck. 

Advisory Board  

An advisory board will be established to help the entity succeed; this board will be 

comprised of experienced community leaders and professionals whose main objective will be to 

help the management team of S'wich It Up achieve business goals. The members of the advisory 

board will meet at the end of each quarter. Members of the board will include:  

○ Saliha Qasemi - 2011-12 Association of Graduate Business Students President 

○ Cynthia Beiser - Director of STEPS, member of the City of ABQ Food Truck Task 

Force  

○ Bob Gramley - Counselor at the New Mexico Small Business Development Center  

○ Pat Humf - ABQ Food Truck Co-op founder and owner of the Gedunk food truck  

○ Kirsten Watts - Clinical Nutritionist at UNMH Pediatric Nephrology 

Operations Plan  

Weekly Operations Plan 

Operational  efficiency  will  be  crucial  for  the  success  of  S’wich  It  Up.  Base  nut  butters  

will  be  supplied  by  Sunland,  Inc.  Jams  will  be  supplied  by  both  Heidi’s  Raspberry  Farm  and  

made in-house. Spreads will be prepared weekly at the truck commissary; breads will be picked 

up twice a week from Fano Breads; gluten-free breads will be baked every morning on the truck. 

Other inventory will be obtained weekly from Costco. 

S’wich  It  Up  staff  will  begin  prepping  for  lunch  at  10am  and  dinner  at  4pm.  An  hour  of  

cleaning time will be necessary at the end of each serving shift. The food truck will be stored 

nightly at Malcom Services, which will also provide truck maintenance. The truck will be open 

for the following regular business hours: 
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Strategic selling locations include: local breweries, near UNM facilities, Talin Market, 

Downtown, Kirtland Air Force Base, Clear Channel office complex, Brick Light District, and the 

Intel facility in Rio Rancho. Special events throughout the year will include: Sandia Green Chile 

Festival, wine/beer festivals, Battle of the Food Trucks, the SW Coffee and Chocolate Festival, 

Rt 66 Summerfest, Cosmic Carnival, and the ABQ Balloon Fiesta. 

Company Milestones 

Present-September: Establish entity, secure financing, launch crowdfunding campaign, acquire 

food truck, and open for business. Years 1-2: Add a part-time employee and increase hours until 

part-time position becomes a full-time one, decreasing the hours of the owners on the truck. 

Years 3-4: Add a second full-time employee, removing both owners from truck operation. Year 

5: Evaluate options for additional truck/stationary carts. Long Term: Bulk manufacture spreads 

for retail, brick-and-mortar restaurant, and franchising the brand with multiple trucks in multiple 

cities. 

Industry and Target Market Analysis Summary 

Industry Profile 

The mobile food services industry includes vendors who primarily prepare and serve food 

from a motorized or nonmotorized vehicle. Motorized and nonmotorized vehicles include food 

trucks, food carts/stands, and trailers. As of 2011, Albuquerque had 105 mobile food carts 

(http://tiny.cc/t279tw) today this number is estimated to be over 130. The industry is being 

incubated by STEPS (Southeast Team for Entrepreneurial Success) and the city of Albuquerque 

Food Truck Task Force.  
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Competition & New Entrants  

Our primary goal is to serve lunch and dinner, thus all food providers in the Albuquerque 

area are indirect competitors. While there are no food trucks that sell peanut butter and jelly 

sandwiches, there are a few brick and mortar competitors selling a basic sandwich: Flying Star 

Cafe, The Grove, Relish, Which Wich, and Slate Street Cafe. None of the above vendors 

provide a contaminant-free, gluten-free option.  

Among the many food trucks that operate in Albuquerque, we chose to focus on trucks 

that currently operate in locations similar to, and including, the ones we plan to operate it. After 

surveying these locations, these trucks were determined to be: Supper Truck, Gedunk, Seasonal 

Palate, Rustic, Boiler  Monkey,  and  Sebastiano’s.  Most  of  the  trucks  sell  a  unique  and  specific  

style of food. Some trucks don't prepare their food on the truck, placing a limitation of how much 

they can sell in a shift. During peak hours, customers may be forced to wait 15 to 30 minutes for 

their order.  

Critical Success Factors  

To compete in the food truck industry, it is important to be accessible to our customer-

base with real-time location and menu information. High traffic locations with professional 

customers who have little to no food options during short lunch breaks are a big priority.  

Establishing a good relationship with customers is important to drive repeat business. 

This relationship will be based on excellent service and excellent throughput time, when 

compared  to  other  food  trucks.  S’wich  It  Up  will  feature  a  seasonal  menu  with  quality,  local  

ingredients and weekly specials to maintain product intrigue.  

We plan to establish a reputation as a trusted provider of gluten-free food. It is vital for us 

to be open with our customers about the steps we take to ensure a cross-contaminant free kitchen 
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space.  

Critical Risk 

Threats  to  the  success  of  S’wich  It  Up  include  truck  performance  issues,  weather  

conditions, location limitations, customer preference, and customer awareness. In order to 

maximize customer awareness, we plan to advertise via a number of outlets, heavily use social 

media, and run special promotions. Customer dining preference is also a major obstacle. To 

overcome this hurdle, we need to separate our product from the standard pb&j sandwich and 

provide sandwiches that appeal to a broad customer base. 

Location limitations arise as a result of proposed zoning changes specific to mobile food 

vendors. The food truck industry is relatively new to Albuquerque, and consequently, there are 

not a lot of city ordinances governing the food truck industry at this time. We will become 

members of the City of Albuquerque Food Truck Task Force to ensure that zoning issues and 

other legal requirements meet the needs of  S’wich  it  Up  and  other  food  truck  operators.   

The truck we are purchasing will come with a 3 year warranty on parts and labor. This 

will help us manage the risks of mechanical failure. Malcom Services, our overnight storage 

provider, has an on-site mechanic that will be routinely checking the truck for issues and making 

maintenance suggestions.  

Competitive Advantage 

Our biggest competitive advantages lie in our pricing and our preparation time. Since all 

spreads and breads will be prepared prior to service hours, the average customer wait time will 

be under five minutes. The average wait time at other food trucks can be in excess of 15 minutes. 

Most of our menu items are priced $5.00 or less, while competitive options on other trucks tend 

to sell above $7.00.  
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One distinct competitive advantage is our appeal to children. Children are notoriously 

picky eaters, and while other food trucks have high quality food, it may not appeal to them.  

PB&J sandwiches are a go-to  option  for  children  lunches.  S’wich  It  Up  couples  a  low  price  

point, with a healthy option for parental appeal, and a food children love.  

Those with gluten allergies often struggle to find a safe place to eat out. Many choose to 

dine in because there are not many contaminant-free options available to them. By incorporating 

gluten-free upon startup, we can ensure a contaminant-free kitchen space so customers can feel 

safe eating out. As far as we know, there are no gluten-free options available on Albuquerque 

food trucks.    

Target Market  

We surveyed 42 customers at the Talin Market food truck pod. Our respondents ranged 

from age 18 to over 65. Results showed that those most interested in dining at a food truck 

selling pb&j inspired sandwiches were in the 25-34 age group (45%) 64% of all customers 

polled indicated they would eat at a pb&j inspired food truck. Of the remaining few who selected 

“no  interest”,  80%  (29%  overall)  indicated  they  would  pay  at  least  $5  for  the  sample  sandwich  

(honey-lavender peanut butter and green chile jelly on honey banana bread). 

 Based on the results of the survey and other factors our target market is: (1) adults aged 

20-35, (2) adults working in high employment areas like Kirtland, UNM, Clear Channel, Sandia, 

Intel, etc, (3) families, (4) customers with dietary needs including vegetarians/vegans and those 

who require gluten-free food, and (5) the after-hours crowd. 

 We also would like to take advantage of dietary trends. Peanuts are rich in nutrients, 

providing over 30 essential nutrients and phytonutrients. Peanuts are a good source of niacin, 

folate, fiber, vitamin E, magnesium and phosphorus. They also are naturally free of trans-fats and 
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sodium, and contain about 25% protein (a higher proportion than in any true nut). Current dietary 

trends  like  the  “Paleo”  diet,  encourage  nutritional  value,  low  fat,  and  high  protein  in  the  diet.  

S’wich  It  Up  would  provide  tasty  options  that  meet  these  diet  considerations,  which  is  a  distinct  

advantage over competitors.   

Marketing Plan 

Marketing Objective 

To establish ourselves as a great place to eat, where customers can count on mouthwatering 

menu options without spending their entire lunch hour waiting for food. Secondarily, we want to 

establish our kitchen as a trusted contaminant-free space where customers needing gluten free 

options can dine comfortably. 

Marketing Mix  

Product: S’wich  It  Up  will  specialize  in  creating  gourmet  peanut  butter  and  jelly  inspired  

sandwiches. The menu will include the classic pb&j sandwich, dessert sandwiches, savory 

sandwiches, and creative twists on the classic sandwich. We will also be providing gluten-free, 

contaminant-free options for customers who have serious dietary needs. The unique peanut 

butter spreads will be paired with equally unique jellies and matched to specialty breads. 

All of our breads will be made locally and purchased fresh a few times a week from local 

baker Fano Breads. Our gluten-free contaminant-free options will be baked daily in the truck 

oven and prepared in a dedicated contaminant-free section of the truck. The jams will be 

purchased from local producers, and/or made by us at our commissary.  

Place: Our sandwiches will only be available for purchase via the truck. The truck will have an 

appealing graphic wrap designed to attract customer attention. This is a method that has worked 

for other trucks, as having a professionally wrapped vehicle makes customers feel more 
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comfortable in approaching the truck. In 6-10 years, we hope to bulk manufacture our spreads 

and sell them in local retail stores like Whole Foods, Montanita Co-op,  and  farmer’s  markets.  

We  also  plan  to  franchise  S’wich  It  Up;;  so,  multiple  trucks  can  increase  the  availability  of  the  

sandwiches.  

Price: After reviewing other prices for entree items of similar quality from other food trucks, we 

found that our prices were $2-$3 lower than most other food truck competitors. Brick and Mortar 

competitors selling standard pb&j sandwiches price them from $4 to $7. Maintaining low prices 

will help us build a market share. As long as our supplier prices remain stable, we do not 

anticipate price increases. Our opening day menu is provided:  

 

Promotion: We plan to promote our business through the following methods: (1) A 

crowdfunding campaign will raise starting funds for the business, and it will provide free 

marketing and build up before we are operational. Contributions generate rewards like free 

sandwiches, which will build the customer base. (2) Social media will allow us to provide daily 

updates on location and menu specials, and we can reward social followers with exclusive 

specials. (3) Groupon/Alibi Bucks will drive sales and name recognition among customers. 

Currently, no food trucks make use of this opportunity. (3) Press publicity through newspapers 
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like The Daily Lobo, The Weekly Alibi, and The Albuquerque Journal we can create a buzz 

around our concept. (4) Joining the ABQ Food Truck Co-op allows us to reach an established 

list of 1,801 food truck lovers. (5) By sampling when there is high foot traffic, we will give 

customers the opportunity to try our sandwiches before dining with us.  

Pro Forma Financials  

This plan makes use of the following assumptions: (1) The owners are providing 27% equity 

investment in the business in cash and goods. (2) The business secures a loan, through the Loan 

Fund, of $40,000 for 5 years at 7.88%, to equip a custom built fully furnished Chevrolet P-30 

food truck with 3 year warranty. (3) The food cost is an average of 28.9% of the product pricing. 

(4) Sales have been adjusted for seasonality, including weather, holidays, and special events. (5) 

Both of the owners will be working on the truck full time in Year 1, with reduction in hours 

through years 2-5. (6) A commissary is required for daily operations. (7) Ingredients will be 

supplied  by  Fano  Breads,  Heidi’s  Raspberry  Farm,  Sunland Peanut Butter, and Costco. (8) We 

will use professional resources in the form of legal, accounting, and insurance advice. 

 






















